LEAD 2.0 Goals:

GOAL 1: Actively identify and remove barriers that limit access to and opportunity for learning

GOAL 2: Design learning environments that support social and emotional well-being

GOAL 3: Create a culture that fosters learning environments that reflect student voice and promote student engagement

GOAL 4: Effectively communicate with targeted audiences

7 Digital Accommodations/ Accessibility for an iPad/iPhone

***Some of what is listed below may not work on older models of iPads***

Learning Ally - Audiobooks (both textbooks and trade books)
This link mimics the Google Chrome Extension on laptops and students can add books right from the app.

Text to Speech

Text to speech directions below work on any application on an iPad/iPhone including Google Docs once they are turned on in settings. Go to settings, general, accessibility to speech and toggle the slider over (it should be green).
Prizmo Go/Speechify - Text/ PDF Reader from a camera image

Overdrive - Access district library of eBooks and audiobooks

Snap Type - Ability to type/ talk answers into a worksheet

Speech to Text

Enabling the Microphone - iPhone - From settings go to general, then go to keyboard, scroll all the way to bottom and toggle switch to enable dictation. iPad - Siri and dictation have to be enabled in settings in order for microphone to show up in keypad.
**Digital Accommodations/ Accessibility for a Laptop**

Helpful Chrome Extensions and Apps that can be found in the Chrome Web Store

***** (Once added these can be found on the toolbar, apps icon (top left on toolbar) or the magnifying glass at the bottom left of the screen for Chromebooks)*****

**Learning Ally Link** - Audiobooks both textbooks and trade books

**Text to Speech**

**Read & Write for Google Chrome** - text to speech in Google Docs and Google Chrome browser- highlight text and click on his icon
**In Chrome Browser** - highlight text right click to speech then start speaking or highlight and click on Read & Write icon in toolbar

**Speech to Text**

Voice typing in Google Browser - click on microphone in search bar

Voice typing in a Google Doc - Tools to voice typing and it will ask if you want to enable microphone
Overdrive - From Classlink - District library database of eBooks and Audiobooks. - Can be accessed from home or school.

Understood - App Finder

https://www.understood.org/en/tools/tech-finder#browse-by

Keyboarding - several different apps

Typing.com - website - Ipad/ Laptop
KidzType - website - Ipad/ Laptop
Typing Club - In ClassLink, Chrome extension for laptop